On the Job
Food Service Careers
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Service Opportunities

- Host/Hostess
- Cashier
- Server
- Busser
Production Opportunities

- Chef
- Sous Chef
- Pastry Chef
- Line Cook
- Prep Cook
- Station Cook
- Garde Manger
  Prepares cold items
Management Opportunities

- Executive Chef
- Culinary Scientist
- Research Chef
- Food Service Director
Management Opportunities

- Catering Director
- Dining Room Supervisor
- Kitchen Manager
- Restaurant Manager
Food Service Related Opportunities

- Food Researchers
- Food Writers
- Food Processors
- Food Stylist
- Food Marketers
- Menu Developers
- Recipe Developers
References/Resources

Textbooks:

Websites:
• Occupational Outlook Handbook (OOH), 2010-11 Edition
For hundreds of different types of jobs—such as teacher, lawyer, and nurse—the Occupational Outlook Handbook tells you:
  – the training and education needed
  – earnings
  – expected job prospects
  – what workers do on the job
  – working conditions
In addition, the Handbook gives you job search tips, links to information about the job market in each State, and more.
http://www.bls.gov/oco
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O*NET Online

The O*NET program is the nation’s primary source of occupational information. Central to the project is the O*NET database, containing information on hundreds of standardized and occupation-specific descriptors. The database, which is available to the public at no cost, is continually updated by surveying a broad range of workers from each occupation. Information from this database forms the heart of O*NET Online, an interactive application for exploring and searching occupations. The database also provides the basis for our Career Exploration Tools, a set of valuable assessment instruments for workers and students looking to find or change careers.

http://www.onetonline.org